Electrical-driven disaggregation of the two-dimensional assembly of colloidal polymer particles under pulse DC charging
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Abstract

Two-dimensional structures of polymer (polystyrene) colloidal particles were formed on a substrate by electrophoretic deposition in an aqueous suspension. The prepared suspension is stable for a few days; therefore, it was not necessary to place an additional mixing during the deposition process. The particle aggregation/disaggregation formation was observed on the metal surface in order to study the effect of pulse DC charging in comparison with conventional DC charging. At the charging frequency of 80 Hz, it was observed that pulse DC charging with a maximum applied voltage of 3.3 V/cm (50% duty cycle) clearly reduced the degree of aggregation of particles having diameters of 50 and 300 nm comparing to those of DC charging. Pulse charging at high frequency is thus found to be more effective in preventing particle aggregation during electrophoretic deposition than conventional DC charging.

1. Introduction

Movements of colloidal particles in solvents and their electropho- netics were known since early 19th century, but extensive studies have recently been made for various kinds of application [1–4]. Coating of nanoparticles on various kinds of surfaces (e.g., electrophoretic deposition, EPD) is one of the fields of wide interest. EPD is generally defined as the motion of charged particles in a suspension under the influence of an electric field. The process includes deposition of charged particles onto a substrate surface with an opposite charge. Though various materials have been explored by this technique [5,6], difficulties in preventing nanometer-sized particles from aggregation during deposition remain unsolved [7–9]. Disaggregation, or single (individual) particle deposit become very important when the functions or performance of particles per area is highly demanded in such applications of metallic nano-particles as in sensors, catalyst or sterile surfaces. For example, it is reported that silver particles of less than only 1 ppm/C211nm2 are required to incapacitate 99.9% of bacterial population by binding their protein molecules, causing inhibition of cellular metabolism to death [10]. When the amount of required particle is low, an appropriate particle number per area is required to optimize surface utilization.

The purpose of the present study is to utilize mono-dispersed polystyrene latex (PDL) particles as model particles per area as they are deposited from an aqueous suspension. Instead of single-size particles, a wider particles size distribution (binary particles) is also included in order to evaluate the effect of size distribution on the structure of deposit particles. The particles were deposited by pulse direct current (DC) EPD to take advantage of the charging method for producing the structure of particles with a controlled degree of aggregation. This technique has achieved formation of two-dimensional particle layers with an exact amount of suspended particles deposited onto a stainless steel surface, as confirmed by observation of the morphology of particle aggregation under the influence of charging methods.

2. Experiment method

2.1. Preparation of colloidal particles

Three different kinds of as-received polystyrene latex particles (Duke Scientific Cooperation, USA) were used after dilution. Each
of the suspension was diluted with ultrapure water (Milipore Co. Ltd) until the particle concentration number reached a preset pH value, between 6.3 and 6.4. According to the maker, each latex particle had one of the three nominal diameter sizes: 50 nm (1 wt%), 100 nm (1 wt%) and 300 nm (10 wt%). By assuming the particle density, \( \rho_p = 1.05 \text{ kg/m}^3 \), the particle number was estimated as follows:

\[
N_{\text{psl}} = \frac{M_{\text{total}}}{M_{\text{psl}}} = \frac{\rho \pi D_p^3}{6 \rho_p}
\]

where \( M_{\text{total}} \) is the total initial mass of the as-received particles, \( M_{\text{psl}} \) is the mass of one PSL particle, defined as

\[
M_{\text{psl}} = \frac{\rho \pi D_p^3}{6 \rho_p}
\]

and \( D_p \) is the particle diameter. In order to imitate the actual particle behavior upon the pulse DC charged EPD process, each of the prepared media should be deposited with approximately the same particle concentration number, time and applied voltage. For comparison purpose, a sample with the same operation condition was also prepared and deposited by the conventional DC charging. Prior to the deposition process, the suspension was sonicated for 5 min to avoid fouling on the wall of bath surface. The particle size distribution was measured by a dynamic light scattering (DLS) analysis (Malvern Instrument, HPPS 5001). The zeta potential was measured by a Zeta Potential Measurement Apparatus (Nihon Rufuto Co. Ltd., model 502) to determine the surface charge condition on the surface of the suspended particles.

In order to reproduce the previously prepared single-size particle suspension, mixtures of binary (50 and 300 nm) particles were prepared together in the same media. The operation condition of the mixture was the same as that of the single-size particle. Prior to the EPD process, the particle size distribution of each medium was re-measured by DLS to ensure that the mixture particles were not aggregated during the preparation process.

A stainless steel wire (SUS316) with 250 \( \mu \text{m} \) diameter and 25 mm length was used as a substrate, which was placed as an anode and treated in a pretreatment stage. The substrate in this stage was pretreated and sonicated with sulfuric acid (0.1 M) at 50 °C for 10 min, rinsed with water for 5 min, and finally sonicated in acetone for 2 min. A platinum plate with a dimension of 50 × 15 × 0.5 mm\(^3\) was used as a counter electrode (cathode).

2.2. Particle deposition

Each electrode was submerged into the prepared media with a 3 cm distance at 26 ± 2 °C. A pH probe was placed in the bath to monitor the pH value before and after deposition. Electrophoretic deposition (EPD) with DC voltage up to 3.3 V/cm was applied during the deposition. An in-house built circuit, calibrated with a digital electrometer (Keithley Instrument Inc., Type 617) and an oscilloscope (Textronix Inc., TDS 2002B), were used to control the pulse current and to measure the current density. The frequency of each pulse cycle was fixed at 80 Hz and was kept constant for each bath. A data logger (Graphtec Corp., GL200) was used to record the current density from the anode. Pulse time intervals or frequencies were controlled by a field-effect transistor (FET) and were assisted by an optical coupler. The design circuit has been fixed to 50% duty cycle that made the value of one 1 min in DC will equal to 2 min in pulse DC. These combinations between the working electrophoretic bath and the circuit enabled us to determine the actual time and altitude of each pulse during the deposition. The setup of the whole apparatus was similar to our previous work [11].

The net charging periods during the deposition process of pulse DC and DC was controlled to be 2 min for each process. The deposited substrate was heated to 60 °C for 5 h in a furnace to evaporate the remaining water. Mixture particles were charged similarly (equal charging voltage and frequency, etc.) to that in our previous study with single-size particles. However, the charging time was varied from 5 to 30 min for comparison with the results on single-size deposit particles. Conventional DC charging was also conducted for comparison.

2.3. Characterization

The morphology of dried deposit particles was characterized using field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) (JEOL Tokyo, JSM 6335F). The state of aggregation was determined by an imaging-processing program, Win Roof (Mitani Corp.). During the analysis, each particle was automatically marked to avoid incorrect boundary determination of the structure. In this study, a single (individual) particle is defined as a primary particle available in the suspension that had successfully deposited on the surface of stainless steel. Duplet, triplet or higher-order species are defined as aggregate deposited structure build by individual particle during the EPD process.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Structure from single-size particle

Single-size particles are deposited to model the particle structures under the effect of different charging modes. Since the number of particles per volume is fixed, two-dimensional deposits can be formed to study the effect of pulse charging onto a desired substrate. Fig. 1 shows the SEM images of different particle deposits formed by pulse DC charging at 50% duty cycle (Fig. 1(a), (c), (e)) and conventional DC charging (Fig. 1(b), (d), (f)) at 3.3 V/cm and 2 min. Both charging methods show that the number of particles per area slightly decreases with larger particle size. Deposition by pulse DC show low tendency of particle aggregation compare to conventional DC charging. The aggregation number increase when larger particle sizes are conducted. A quantitative analysis of the obtained image is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2(a) shows the amount of particle deposits at pulse DC charging. The figure shows that both individual and aggregated particles were produced in this process. As shown, individual deposit particles decrease while aggregate deposit particles increase as the particle size increases from 50 to 300 nm. This behavior may be ascribed to the electrokinetic phenomena that happened on the surface of the substrate or reduction of the zeta potential [12,13,17]. When an electrophoretic or electrophoresis deposition occurred, two common phenomena are expected to cause the particle movement. These phenomena can be expressed as electrophoresis and electroosmosis, and commonly referred to as electrokinetic phenomena. The details of these phenomena and their relation to particle movement during the charging will be discussed later with reference to Fig. 3.

The zeta potential, \( \zeta \), can be defined as the potential difference between the dispersion medium and the stationary layer of the fluid attached to the dispersed particles. The zeta potential is one of the important factors for determining the amount of deposit particles on a substrate according to Eq. (3) [12].

\[
Y = \frac{IV(c)_{\zeta}t}{3\ln(a/b)\eta}
\]

Where \( Y \) is defined as the number of deposit particles or particle concentrations, \( l \) is the electrode length, \( V \) is the potential difference, \( \epsilon \) is the permittivity, \( c \) is the particle concentration, \( t \) is the deposition time, and \( \eta \) is the medium viscosity, while \( a \) and \( b \) are...
the cathode and anode diameters, respectively. In this study, the zeta potential value of each prepared particle sample is $-26.3 \text{ mV}$ (50 nm), $-32.1 \text{ mV}$ (100 nm) and $-27 \text{ mV}$ (300 nm). The pH value of the media as they are diluted in ultrapure water is between 6.3 and 6.4.

Fig. 2(b) shows the particle concentrations per area as conventional DC charging is conducted. It shows high decreasing and increasing rates of individual particles and aggregate particles, respectively, compared with those in Fig. 2(a). The higher rates in conventional DC charging compared to pulse DC charging show that an extra force influences the ordinary EPD process. This difference is probably related with the electrokinetic phenomenon, which has been mentioned above. It is also predicted that the electroosmosis force is higher in conventional DC charging compared to pulse DC charging. In both figures, the values derived from Eq. (3) are plotted for comparison. It is found that the calculated value does not exactly follow the experimental value on both figures. The difference between the calculated value and the experimental ones is might due to no electrokinetic influence that is suppose to be included during the calculation. The equation also only considers the transport phenomena near the substrate vicinity but neglecting the increase of electro field resistant due to gas formation when long deposition time is applied.

The total number of deposit individual and aggregate particles in the case of 50 nm particles is found to be higher than that of 300 nm with pulse DC charging. This is related to the higher surface area of 50 nm compared to the 300 nm particles. For 50 nm particles, the difference of zeta potential value before and after the charging process is higher compare to that of 300 nm particles. The difference of zeta potential value also shows that undeposited particles have been exposed with a different pH value or ion concentration compare to the initial state. The difference on pH value or ion concentration occurs due to reduction and oxidation process at the electrode surface. High value of zeta potential difference shows that the particles are easy to be attracted to electrode surface and influenced by the electroosmosis phenomena. The details on this result will be further discussed in Fig. 8. With conventional DC charging, the difference is larger than the pulse DC charging, since the continuous electric potential induces the growth and the electroosmosis force higher than that of pulse DC charging.

In our hypothesis, the electrokinetic phenomenon near the substrate surface can be described as illustrated in Fig. 3. Within the
Debye length of the substrate surface, all nearby particles are easily influenced by electrokinetics. When an electrical field is applied, all particles are attracted to the substrate surface (i.e., electrophoresis). Under this condition, the force trajectory angle is tangent to the substrate surface. As the particles approach the substrate surface, an electroosmosis force interferes within the Debye length range [9,16]. This force bends the initially electrophoretic force, and it drives the incoming particles more to nearby deposit particles; hence it causes aggregation if the electrical field is continued. If the pulse charging EPD is conducted, however, the electroosmosis force is stopped at the off-mode condition. Since no driving force exists at this point, the suspended particles gather near the substrate without deposition. When the second on-mode occurs, the nearby particles are attracted to the substrate by the electrophoresis force with less influence from the electroosmosis force. The gathered particles are influenced more easily by electrophoretic than by the electroosmosis force, because the velocity of electrophoretics is higher than that of electroosmosis [13–15]. This mechanism explains why the deposition of more single particles occurred when pulse charging is conducted.

3.2. Structures from binary particles: 50 and 300 nm

Mixture suspensions with different particle sizes were deposited by EPD to model the particle characterization for a specific material (i.e., polystyrene) but with different characteristics such as surface charges and particle sizes. Combinations of particles with diameters of 50 and 300 nm were mainly chosen in this study, because it shows the closest zeta potential value or surface charge condition compared to the 100 nm particle size. A mixture of two particles with a very large difference in the zeta potential value is not recommended, because it will bring a driving force for complex interaction such as charge neutralization and particle collision. In some cases, mixture particles can get easily aggregate due to their different zeta potential values [18,19].

Fig. 4 shows FE-SEM images of the deposit structures formed from a mixture of 50 and 300 nm particles under various frequency and charging types. The operation condition was similar to those of single-size particle deposition. The frequency of the pulse DC charging was varied from 80 to 5 Hz to verify the results obtained from single-size particles. It was observed that the number of aggregated particles in the deposit increased when lower frequency charging was applied.

Fig. 5 shows the results of a quantitative analysis of the binary particles under the influence of various frequency and...
charging types. The results are obtained from the FE-SEM images. Fig. 5(a) are focusing on the 300 nm particles while Fig. 5(b) focusing on the 50 nm particles. When the pulse charging was allowed down, the number concentration of individual particle deposits was reduced, as shown in Fig. 5(a), and minimized when DC charging was conducted. The number concentration of aggregated particles was increased almost simultaneously with the decrease in the individual particle deposit. Since the measurement of the number concentration of particle deposit is straightforward, we conclude that interference in the electroosmosis force becomes weaker than electrophoretic force as the charging frequency is increased.

Fig. 5(b) shows how the 50 nm particles interact with the surrounding particles as they were mixed and deposited together with the 300 nm particles. Since the condition was essentially identical to that for the EPD of single-size particles, the conditions of charging with 80 Hz pulse DC and DC should be unchanged. When low-frequency charging is applied, however, the deposit number of individual particles decreased slowly and then increased as 5 Hz and DC was conducted. This sudden increase in the number concentration of individual particle deposits might be due to the electroosmosis force that is strong enough to scatter the gathered 50 nm particles in the substrate vicinity. The scattered particles increase the particle Brownian motion. The increase in the particle Brownian motion causes each particle to deposit separately. As a result, the number concentration of individual particles decrease at 80 Hz and then increases at 40 Hz. The number concentration of the aggregated deposit particles seems to slightly increase as the charging with a lower frequency is applied. The different behavior of individual and aggregated particle deposits indicates that particles as small as 50 nm are hardly influenced by the electrokinetic forces. It is also indicated that 50 nm particles can be easily influenced by the electroosmosis force even at high frequency (i.e. when the electroosmosis force is small).

The FE-SEM images were also observed by varying the charging time, as shown in Fig. 6. In both figures, the charging time was fixed to 5, 10 and 30 min. As a comparison, conventional DC charging was also conducted. The 300 nm particles show mass aggregation (high-order aggregation) as DC charging was conducted (circle marks) while pulse DC charging did not show obvious mass aggregation.
The 50 nm particles in Fig. 6(b) do not show obvious mass aggregation; therefore, there is a good correlation between Fig. 6(b) and the data displayed in Fig. 5(b).

The comparison between the particles with different sizes shows that the 300 nm particle can be controlled more easily by the electrical charging (DC or pulse) than the 50 nm particle. This shows that the small electroosmosis force in pulse DC charging is strong enough to scatter the incoming 50 nm particles near the substrate instead of making them aggregate onto the deposit particles on the surface. In contrast, the larger incoming particles (300 nm) get easily aggregated depending on the charging frequency, because the electroosmosis force is high enough to overcome the electrophoretic force of the incoming particles.

3.3. Size distribution and surface charge of undeposited particles

A further analysis on the particle size distribution of undeposited particle left inside the media shows that there is another
possibility of aggregation occurs in the suspension after DC charging in comparison with that of pulse DC charging (Fig. 7). This is ascribable to high particle–particle interaction or a change in the surface charge as they approach the electrodes. By using DLS, the as-received samples obtained in this study is compared with undeposited particles after 2 min of charging. A pulse DC charging with 80 Hz is chosen and compared with the conventional DC charging. The analysis shows that some aggregates are formed after the EPD is conducted. In most cases, the difference from its initial size distribution is larger in the case of conventional DC compared to pulse DC. During the charging, the electroosmosis eddy traps most of the attracted particles that gathered near the substrate vicinity as illustrated in Fig. 3. The trapped particles in the eddy are easy to collide with each other and aggregate. This phenomenon is similar to the “bridging”, where the functional group at the polymer chains surface that is supposed to suspend the particles attached to nearby particles due to high compression force [20]. However, during the off-mode condition in pulse DC charging, the eddy is reduced or completely annihilated. Therefore, the particles that were treated by pulse DC charging seem to aggregate less significantly when the same parameter condition (i.e., applied voltage, deposition time) is conducted.

A comparison on the zeta potentials of as-received particles and undeposited particles left inside the media in Fig. 8 shows that the surface charge decreases after the EPD. The zeta potential values drop unevenly after comparison with its initial (as-received) value for all particles. The difference of zeta potential value is higher when small-size particles is conducted compare to large-size particle. As mention before, the large difference in zeta potential might due to high exposure time of different pH value that occurs at the very near of electrode vicinity. The pH value however, is difficult to measure because it depends on the chemical reaction rate of the ion dissociation such as water hydrolysis and other ionic species that available in the in the suspension. A large difference in the zeta potential value of the undeposited particles also might be the cause of particles aggregation as observed in Fig. 7. The large difference in zeta potential also shows that the particles are easy to be influenced by the charging condition and trapped in the eddy. With reference to Fig. 3, it is obvious that undeposited small-size particles can easily be trapped by the eddy created by the electroosmosis at the substrate vicinity, and hence changes its electrical properties. However, undeposited large-size particles such as 300 nm are hardly influenced by the electroosmotic eddy.

4. Conclusion

Disaggregation or aggregation of two-dimensional monolayer particles from aqueous suspended polystyrene latex (PSL) suspension can be controlled by implementing pulse DC charging EPD. High pulse frequency charging is found to be the key to reduce electrokinetic phenomena such as electroosmosis. Reduction of pulse charging frequency down to conventional DC charging can cause highly aggregated deposit particles.

Analysis of undeposited particles left in the media show the existence of electroosmosis eddy at the very near of electrode vicinity. The eddy caused the physical and electrical properties of
nearby particles change from initial. Off-mode condition in pulse DC charging is found to be useful to reduce the existence of the electroosmosis eddy.
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